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 Fumiko Takatsu is normally a global renowned Face Yoga teacher and creator of the facial skin
Yoga Method.THE FACIAL SKIN Yoga Technique is practiced worldwide and has helped a large
number of men and women to exercise their way to a younger more radiant face without any
fillers or injections. She will show you how exactly to reshape your jawline, define your cheeks,
align your smile, turn up the corners of your mouth, erase forehead lines and get rid of under eye
circles in only eight minutes a time.
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def.. I like this reserve, for me it's better than a video or a website I must go to, to start to see the
videos(I paid for a trial edition of that already). The video clips had been kinda crappy quality, I
experienced like, for the money that you pay, however the videos are helpful in understanding the
poses she wants you to accomplish whether in the publication or the movies. But I believe you
might be able to go on you tube to view some of the video clips to kind of observe what she
means most of the time. Therefore informative and wow u may tell the exercises work. There are
some major problems and I returned it, specifically for $25. The proof is in your determination
and dedication to rendering it happen! There could have already been far more time taken for the
inside pictures and content. She does have a great energy to her though. I will suggest just
watching the movies she offers instead. A must read! But also for me, the reserve is a far better
idea than the movies or the website- and it's broken down into areas of the face, with multiple
poses for each area, so you can select a pose from each region or whatever. My face was sore
and feels and appears tighter after one program. Essential read for facial improvement. I cannot
wait to see my long-term results. IT really works! I can't believe it is making a difference so
quickly! As with all exercise, you should actually DO it to advantage, but I discover I can do a
number of the exercises in the automobile while driving. Shame on the publisher No-one
proofread this book prior to printing. The pictures usually do not match the verbal descriptions.
Its OK I recently became her friend and learned about face yoga therefore i ordered the book.
Three Stars The author it appears she does not tell everything she is aware of skin care and
facial yoga. Little disappointed.. Yeah it's a pain to do every day (in fact she recommends twice a
day) but it's worthwhile.. Thank you so very much for writing this book.. Cover is great but
content seems low quality and pictures are hard to observe with my aged eyes. The very best
face exercise book available may be the 1995 edition of “facercize” by CAROLE MAGGIO. I bought
this book because I respect her work . And I am using the book for about a month and before a
few video poses from the trial and I really believe I can tell a difference, so I think it's well worth
the amount of money, and it's well worth enough time. 1) poor editing, simplistic vocabulary, no
explanation of which muscles are being used 2) photos are small, zero highlighting the muscle
tissues being targeted, some web pages are mostly blank 3) it appears as if this book was
translated by a person who in not really fluent in English 4) she mentions accupressure and
acupuncture, but you can find no encounter maps of pressure points 5) the nutritional assistance
she can offer is a one web page chapter of commonly known options ,with big pictures 6) many
pages of the book are webpages that announce the chapter Forget the facelift! This does indeed
it.. worth it! Face Yoga Wonderful book! This book was probably the most helpful in changing my
overbite, my brown line and my smile lines. I will state though, if you would like results you
should do THE EXERCISES. Would recommend this book to anyone who's seriously interested in
improving their face...stop complaining and just carry out it. Okay The best part of this book may
be the cover. I've tried a lot of her massages and am certainly seeing improvement! Five Stars
Good book! I know that is effective, but We doubt I will actually do it, exactly like all exercises
that aren't task oriented.. As well as your face in fact feels good like your body does following a
workout. Easy and very informative Five Stars love this book Five Stars Great Knowledge is king.
Recommended by a dear friend Recommended by a dear friend. Had a spa time and tried
different facial exerciseson the face. Try it! As well as your face actually seems good like your
body does following a workout Really rejuvenates that person. But it is essential details to know
if you are in the feeling and have nothing easier to do with yourself!
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